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In this paper we propose a novel, semi-supervised approach
named DECA (Development Emails Content Analyzer) that uses
Natural Language Parsing to classify the content of development
emails according to their purpose (e.g. feature request, opinion
asking, problem discovery, solution proposal, information giving
etc), identifying email elements that can be used for specific tasks.
A study based on data from Qt and Ubuntu, highlights a high
precision (90%) and recall (70%) of DECA in classifying email
content, outperforming traditional machine learning strategies.
Moreover, we successfully used DECA for re-documenting source
code of Eclipse and Lucene, improving the recall, while keeping
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I. INTRODUCTION

In many open sources and industrial projects, developers

make an intense usage of written communication channels,

such as mailing lists, issue trackers and chats [44]. Although

voice communication still remains something unavoidable [1],

[37], such channels ease the communication of developers

spread around the world and working around the clock, and

allows for keeping track of discussions and of decisions taken

[8], [43]. From a completely different perspective, informa-

tion contained in such a recorded communication has been

exploited by researchers to build recommender systems, for

example aimed at perform bug triaging [3], suggest mentors

[11], or providing a description of an existing, undocumented

software artifact [45].

However, profitably using information available in develop-

ment communication is challenging, because of its noisiness

and heterogeneity. Firstly, a development email or a post on

issue tracker contains a mix of different kinds of structured,

semi-structured, and unstructured information. For example,

they may contain source code fragments, logs, stack traces,

or natural language paragraphs mixed with some source code

snippets, e.g. method signatures. In order to work effectively,

recommenders must separate such elements, and this has

been achieved by approaches combining machine learning

techniques with island parsers [4], or by using other statistical

techniques such as Hidden Markov Models [13].

The second issue is that communication posted on issue

trackers, mailing lists or forums may have different purposes.

For example, an issue report may relate to a feature request, a

bug, or just to a project management discussion. For example,

Herzig et al. [30] and Antoniol et al. [2] found that over 30%

of all issue reports are misclassified (i.e., rather than referring

to a code fix, they resulted in a new feature, an update of

documentation, or an internal refactoring). Hence, relying on

such data to build fault prediction or localization approaches

might result in incorrect results. Kochhar et al. [35] shed light

on the need for additional cleaning steps to be performed on

issue reports for improving bug localization tasks. This, for

example, may involve a re-classification of issue reports.

On a different side, certain recommender may require to

mine specific portions of a written communication, for exam-

ple to identify questions being asked by developers [29] or

to mine descriptions about certain methods [5], [45]. Also,

sometimes an email or a discussion is too long and this does

not help a developer who get lost in unnecessary details. To

cope with this issue, previous literature proposed approaches

aimed at generating summaries of emails [36], [46], [48]

and bug reports [47]. However, none of the aforementioned

approaches is able to classify paragraphs contained in devel-

opers’ communication according to the developers’ intent, in

order to only focus on paragraphs useful for a specific purposes

(e.g. fixing bugs, add new features, improve existing features

etc.).

Paper contribution. This paper proposes an approach,

named DECA (Development Email Content Analyzer), that

uses natural language parsing to capture linguistic patterns and

classify emails’ content according to developers’ intentions,

such as asking/providing helps, proposing a new feature or

reporting/discussing a bug.

The use of natural language parsing is motivated by the

need to better capture the intent of a sentence in a discussion,

a task for which techniques based on lexicon analysis, such as

Vector Space Models [6], Latent Semantic Indexing [18], or

latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [10] would not be sufficient.

For example, considering the following two sentences:

1) We could use a leaky bucket algorithm to limit the

bandwidth.

2) The leaky bucket algorithm fails in limiting the band-

width.



A topic analysis will reveal that these two sentences are

likely to discuss the same topics: “leaky bucket algorithm” and

“bandwidth”. However, these two sentences have completely

different intentions: in sentence (1) the writer proposes a

solution for a specific problem, while in sentence (2) the writer

points out a problem. Thus, they could be useful in differ-

ent contexts. This example highlights that understanding the

intentions in developers’ communication could add valuable

information for guiding developers in detecting text content

useful to accomplish different and specific maintenance and

evolution tasks. For this reason, we devised six categories of

sentences describing the intent of a developer (more details

about the methodology used for the definition of the cate-

gories are in Section II-A): feature request, opinion asking,

problem discovery, solution proposal, information seeking and

information giving. Section II-B discusses how DECA detects,

in accordance with these categories of sentences, developers’

intentions behind the communication occurring during devel-

opment, relying on Natural Language Parsing.

The main contributions of this paper are:

• A taxonomy of high-level categories of sentences, ob-

tained by manually classifying development emails using

grounded theory [25], along with a manually-labeled—

and available for replication purposes—dataset of devel-

opment emails from the Qt open source project and the

Linux Ubuntu distribution.

• DECA, a novel automated approach to classify develop-

ment emails content according to developers’ intentions.

• A prototype implementation of the proposed approach

available online.

• Results of an empirical comparison of DECA with ma-

chine learning classifiers.

• Last, but not least, as a practical application of DECA,

we show how it can be used to mine method descrip-

tions from developers’ communication, and how DECA

can overcome the limitations of a previously proposed

approach [45].

The taxonomy proposed in this paper defines a conceptual

framework for indexing discussions of different nature, as

the inferred categories reflect some of the actual developers’

needs in searching information across different channels. In

this context, DECA could be very useful for classifying and

indexing content of developers discussions occurring over

several communication channels (i.e. issue trackers, IRC chats,

on-line forums, etc.).

The results of our empirical study on data from Qt and

Ubuntu, highlight a high precision (90%) and recall (70%) of

DECA in classifying email content. Moreover, the proposed

approach can be used for a wider application domain, such as

the preprocessing phase of various summarization tasks. For

example, DECA could be used as a preprocessing support to

discard irrelevant sentences within emails or bug report sum-

marization approaches [5], [36], [46], [48]. We successfully

used DECA for re-documenting source code of Eclipse and

Lucene, improving the recall, while keeping high precision,

of a previous approach based on ad-hoc heuristics.

Paper structure. Section II presents the approach we

defined to address the problem of email content classification.

Section III reports the research questions of our empirical

evaluation, the data we collected and the study design. Section

IV discusses the results of this empirical study. Section V

reports an evaluation of our approach in a real-life application.

Section VI presents the threats that could affect the validity of

our work. Section VII provides a discussion about the related

literature and Section VIII concludes the paper outlining future

research directions.

II. AN APPROACH TO CLASSIFY EMAILS ACCORDING TO

INTENTIONS

In this section we describe the approach we applied for

the automatic classification of development emails content.

In particular, we defined a taxonomy of sentences categories

in order to catch useful contents for developers (see Section

II-A). We extracted a set of linguistic patterns for each

category. For each linguistic pattern we defined an heuristic

responsible for the recognition of the specific pattern. We also

developed a Java tool that implements the defined heuristics

with the aim of enabling the automatic recognition of content

fragments in development emails (see Section II-B).

A. Categories Definitions of Development Sentences

We have defined six categories of sentences describing

the “intent” of the writer: feature request, opinion asking,

problem discovery, solution proposal, information seeking and

information giving. Table I provides a description of each

category. These categories are designed to capture the aim

of a given email and, consequently, recognizing the kind of

information generally contained in messages regarding the

development concerns.

TABLE I: Sentence Categories Definition

The categories were identified by a manual inspection of a

sample of 100 emails taken from the Qt Project development

mailing list. During this task, we manually grouped all the

extracted emails according to the categories defined by Guzzi

et al. [26], which are: implementation, technical infrastructure,

project status, social interactions, usage and discarded. We

obtained 5 groups of emails, one for each category, with the



exception of discarded. The aim of the taxonomy presented

in [26] was to assign topics to discussions’ threads. Thus, this

classification is useful to assign the scope to the entire mail

message, but not the intent related to relevant sentences in

the email content, which is our purpose. Indeed, we believe

a single message may contain relevant sentences of different

nature (e.g., an identification of a bug, and a subsequent

solution proposal to fix it). Thus, for each group of emails

we manually selected and extracted significant sentences that

evoke, or suggest, the intent of the writer: e.g., is the writer

saying that there is something to be implemented? Is the writer

saying that she/he discovered a bug?

With the aim of defining a complete set of categories, we re-

lied on a further taxonomy proposed by Guzzi et al. [27]. This

second taxonomy classifies the reasons why developers need

to communicate about source code. This taxonomy includes

three categories: (i) coordination, (ii) seeking information,

and (iii) courtesy. This second classification is close to the

aim of our work, but it is not enough detailed. Through a

manual inspection of the extracted sentences, we extended

and refined the set of categories of Guzzi et al. [27] with

a new set of categories (detailed in Table I), which better

fits the content of development mailing list messages. We

discarded the sentences that do not belong to any of the defined

categories because they have negligible information (and/or are

too generic) to help during a development task.

The categories we defined are intended to capture the

intent of each sentence (requesting new features, describing

a problem, or proposing a solution) and consequently allow

developers to better manage the information contained in

emails.

TABLE II: Sentence types by Guzzi et al. (left side) and ours (right
side)

Table II compares our classification to the one proposed

by Guzzi et al. [27], highlighting that our classification is

more suitable for the software development domain, as it

is more detailed and specific. As an example, let’s consider

three different kinds of sentences: (i) discuss a change (e.g.,

“A computer icon is required”, “I would like to see a chat

included in this release”), (ii) file a bug (e.g., “The server

doesn’t start”, “I found a problem during the installation

process”), and (iii) propose a solution (e.g., “You may have

to enable the package”, “What you need to do is to re-install

the application”). While in the classification of Guzzi et al.

[27] all of them fall in the same category (coordination), in

our model each of them is associated to a different category:

Feature Request, Problem Discovery, and Solution Proposal

respectively. We neglected some forms of courtesy (e.g., ask a

permission) adding the Information Giving category to model

cases in which the developers’ intent is to provide useful

information to other participants in the discussion (e.g., “I

have provided some extra information in the bug report”,

“Plan is to make available a new release for this month”).

We finally introduced the Opinion Asking class for capturing

explicit opinion requests (e.g., “What do you think about

creating a single webpage for all the services?”). The sen-

tences belonging to the Opinion Asking class may emphasize

discussion elements which could be useful for developers’

activities; thus, it appears reasonable to distinguish them

from more general information requests (mapped with the

Information Seeking category).

B. Natural Language Parsing of Linguistic Patterns

We assume that when developers write about existing bugs

(Problem Discovery) or suggest solutions to solve these bugs

(Solution Proposal) within discussions about development

issues, they tend to use some recurrent linguistic patterns. For

instance, let’s consider again the example sentences introduced

in Section I. Observing the syntax of the sentence “We could

use a leaky bucket algorithm to limit the bandwidth”, we

can notice that the sentence presents a well-defined predicate-

argument structure:

• the verb “to use” constitutes the principal predicate of the

sentence;

• “could” is the auxiliary of principal predicate.

• “we” represents the subject of the sentence;

• “a leaky bucket algorithm” represents the direct object of

the principal predicate;

• “to limit” is a non-finite clausal complement depending

on the principal predicate;

• “the bandwidth” is the direct object of the clausal com-

plement;

By exploiting this information, most of the sentences that

present similar predicate-argument structure would indicate a

Solution Proposal. Thus, we define a heuristic to detect this

particular predicate-argument structure. The formalization of

a heuristic requires three steps: (i) discovering the relevant

details that make the particular syntactic structure of the sen-

tence recognizable (e.g. the verb “to use” as principal predicate

of the sentence and the auxiliary “could”), (ii) generalizing

some kinds of information (e.g. subject doesn’t necessarily be

“we” and direct object doesn’t necessarily be “leaky bucket

algorithm”), (iii) ignoring useless information (e.g. the clausal

complement and its direct object don’t provide any useful

information for the structure identification). So, we define a

general pattern “[someone] could use [something]” (the words



in square brackets are placeholders indicating generic subjects,

[someone], and generic direct objects, [something]) and asso-

ciate it with the Solution Proposal class. On the contrary, if

we consider the sentence “The leaky bucket algorithm fails

in limiting the bandwidth”, we can notice that this second

sentence has a totally different structure. Indeed, the verb “to

fail” constitutes the principal predicate of the sentence and this

would rather suggest the description of problem.

We used the Stanford typed dependencies (SD) represen-

tation [21] in order to describe a set of heuristics able to

recognize similar recurrent linguistic patterns used by devel-

opers in an automated way. Each category is then associated

to a group of heuristics. Thus, each heuristic is leveraged

for the recognition of a specific linguistic pattern. The typed

dependency parser represents dependencies between individual

words contained in sentences and labels each of them with

specific grammatical relation (such as subject or indirect

objects) [19], [21]. The SD representation was successfully

used in a range of tasks, including Textual Entailments [17]

and BioNLP [24], and in recent years SD structures have also

become a de-facto standard for parser evaluation in English

[20], [12], [41].

Figure 1, through an example, shows the process we applied

to define each heuristic. More precisely, in Figure 1 we can see

how previously discussed concepts on sentences’ predicate-

argument structures can be implemented through the Stanford

typed dependencies. Firstly, we analyze a sentence containing

one of the recurrent linguistic patterns (e.g. “We should add

a new button to access to personal contents” in Figure 1) and

build its SD representation.

Fig. 1: Natural language parse tree from a Feature Request

TABLE III: Defined heuristics for each Sentence Category

In Figure 1, the main predicate, “add”, jointly to the

auxiliary verb “should” is a clue for a Feature Request.

Obviously this predicate has to be connected to a generic

subject (that indicates who makes the request) and one (or

more) generic direct object (that along with the predicate

indicates the request object). At this point, we can define the

related heuristic “[someone] should add [something]” and

associate it with the Feature Request class. Once we have

defined the heuristic, a sentence having a similar structure

(“add” or synonyms in the role of principal predicate, “should”

or synonyms in the role of auxiliary verb and one or more

direct objects that indicates the things a user would add) can

be recognized as belonging to the class of Feature Request.

Through the process described above, we defined a set of

heuristics1 for each of the defined categories. Table III shows

the number of heuristics implemented for each class.

We implemented a Java tool for evaluating the recognition

capability of the proposed approach. By exploiting the defined

heuristics and working on the SD representation of the emails’

sentences, the tool highlights the recognized sentences with

different colors. We make the tool2 and a replication package3

available to help other researchers to easily replicate our study.

III. EVALUATION: STUDY DEFINITION

The goal of this study is to analyze development emails

contents with the purpose of investigating the effectiveness of

the approach in identifying discussions relevant for developers

for specific maintenance task.The perspective is of researchers

interested in identifying relevant recurring linguistic patterns in

the software engineering domain, useful for performing several

software engineering tasks.

A. Research Questions

The study aims at investigating the following research

questions:

• RQ1: Is the proposed approach effective in classifying

writers’ intentions in development emails?

This research question represents the core part of our

study aimed at developing and evaluating a novel ap-

proach for classifying messages able to help retrieving

meaningful information from message content.

• RQ2: Is the proposed approach more effective than

existing ML in classifying development emails content?

This research question aims at comparing results achieved

by DECA with the results obtained by a set of existing

ML techniques previously used in the literature for clas-

sifying bug reports. Thus, this research question is aimed

at quantifying the benefits obtained by the use of Natural

Language Parsing with respect to existing ML techniques.

1http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/seal/people/panichella/
DECA Implemented Heuristics.pdf

2http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/seal/people/panichella/tools/DECA.html
3http://cms.uzh.ch/lenya/ifi/authoring/seal/people/panichella/

ReplicationpackageDECA.zip



B. Context Selection and Data Extraction

The context of the study consists of mailing lists belong-

ing to two open source projects whose characteristics are

summarized in Table IV. Specifically, for each project Table

IV provides: (i) name, (ii) home page, (iii) period of time

considered to collect the emails and (iv) total number of

analyzed emails.

The Qt project is a cross-platform application and UI

framework used to develop application software that can run

on various software and hardware platforms. The development

of Qt framework started in 1991 while Nokia founded the

Qt Project on 21 October 2011 with the aim of easing

online communication among Qt developers and community

members through public forums, mailing lists and wikis.

Ubuntu is a Debian-based Linux operating system.

TABLE IV: Analyzed Projects

TABLE V: Development mailing lists samples

Both projects have large development communities and this

ensures high messages density (more than 100 messages per

month). In order to have as many message types as possible in

our study, we selected emails in specific time windows for the

two projects. For the Qt Project we selected emails in a period

related to a very advanced development stage (the development

of Qt framework started in 1991) in which we expected to find

more messages related to information requests and solution

proposals. For Ubuntu we selected emails in a period related

to a very early development stage (the first release of Ubuntu

was issued in October 2004) in which we expected to find

more messages related to new bugs discovered and/or feature

requests.

Table V summarizes the samples of emails we randomly

selected for our study, reporting for each sample the (i) name

of the project, the (ii) amount of messages considered in the

sample for that project and the (iii) period of time in which

the messages of the sample have been exchanged. In this

dataset, we anonymized the messages and applied a pruning

of email metadata (removing for example, names of sender

and receiver) that were not relevant for our goals.

Starting from sentences categories defined in Section II-A,

two phD students (one of them not involved in this research

work) separately analyzed all the messages in the dataset

and manually extracted significant sentences assigning each of

them to one of the defined categories. We involved an external

evaluator to avoid any bias related to the subjectivity of the

classification. Specifically, the classifications performed by the

two evaluators coincide for the most part (in about 97% of

the cases they assigned a sentence to the same category). We

considered only the sentences that both evaluators assigned

to the same category. Table VI shows the samples’ size of

the classified sentences for the two projects considered in

our study. It is important to stress that the proportion of

TABLE VI: Samples Size of Classified Sentences

the categories of sentences varies depending on the projects.

However, in both projects Opinion Asking and Information

Seeking are respectively the categories having the lowest and

the highest percentages of occurrences if compared to each

other class of sentences.

C. Analysis Method

To answer RQ1 we defined a sequence of train and test

sets pairs for a progressive assessment of the results. Thus,

we scheduled 3 experiments.

Experiment I

a. We randomly selected as training set 102 emails among

the messages sent in June 2014 related to Qt Project

development mailing list. As explained in Section III-B,

two humans performed the manual classification of the

sentences contained in such email messages according to

the defined category in Section II-A. Thus, we manually

detected the recurring linguistic patterns found in this

set of messages according to the defined categories in

Section II-A. Through the process explained in Section

II-B (Figure 1), we defined and implemented 87 heuristics

for automatically classifying (recognition of patterns) the

sentences contained in training set.

b. We randomly selected as test set 100 emails sent in May

2014 regarding the Qt Project. Also in this case, two people

performed a manual classification of the contents of these

messages according to the defined category. Specifically,

only senteces evaluated as belonging to the same category

were selected.

c. Relying on the 87 defined heuristics, we used our tool to

automatically classify sentences of the emails in the test set.

We compared tool outputs with the human generated oracle



and computed (i) true positives (TP) as the number of

sentences correctly classified by the tool, (ii) false positives

(FP) as the number of sentences incorrectly labeled as

belonging to a given class, and (iii) false negatives (FN)

as the number of items, which were not assigned to any

sentence category but were belonging to one of them. Thus,

we evaluated the tool performances relying on the widely

adopted metrics of Information Retrieval: Precision, Recall

and F-Measure.

Experiment II

a. To improve the effectiveness of the DECA’s classification

we used the set of sentences classified as false negatives in

the Experiment I as a gold set for defining new heuristics

able to capture such sentences. Specifically, 82 new heuris-

tics were identified, formalized and implemented in order

to detect the sentences not identified in Experiment I. Thus,

our heuristics set increased from 87 to 169.

b. We prepared a new test set to verify if the augmented

heuristics set allowed us to get better results. 100 emails

were randomly selected between messages sent in the

months of March, April, July, August, September of the

year 2014 related to Qt Project. Following the same ap-

proach previously discussed, two human judges contributed

to constitute the oracle for this experiment.

c. We executed DECA on emails sentences of this new test

set and we compared the data with the human generated

oracle.

Experiment III

a. To further improve the effectiveness of the classification

performed by DECA, we used again false negatives found

in the Experiment II as new set for identifying new

recurrent patterns. In this way, 62 new heuristics were

implemented, giving a total number of 231.

b. To evaluate the potential usefulness of the new set of

heuristics, we created a third test set randomly selecting 100

emails sent from September 2004 to January 2005 in the

Ubuntu distribution. Two human judges created the oracle

table relatively to this test set, according to the previously

explained process.

c. We executed DECA on the emails messages of this new

test set and compared the results with the human generated

oracle.

It is worth nothing that the two evaluators are the same in

all the three experiments.

D. An Approach Based on ML for Email Content Classifica-

tion

This section discusses the methodology we used to train

machine learning techniques to classify the email content

(RQ2). Specifically, the work by Antoniol et al. [2] exploited

conventional text mining and machine-learning techniques to

automatically classify bug reports. They used terms contained

in bug reports as features (fields) of machine learning models

to discern bugs from other issues. The work by Zhou et al.

[58] extended the work of Antoniol et al. building the ML

techniques considering, as additional features, structural infor-

mation improving ML prediction accuracy. We implemented

an approach, similar to the one used by Antoniol et al., to

classify sentences contained in mailing lists data using as

features the terms contained in the sentences themselves.

Formally, given a training set of mailing list sentences T1

and a test set of mailing list sentences T2, we automatically

classify the email content contained in T2, by performing the

following steps:

1. Text Features: the first step uses all sentences contained in

T1 and T2 as base information to build a textual corpus

(indexing the text). In particular, we preprocessed the

textual content applying stop-word removal and stemming

[23] (similarly to the work of Zhou et al. [58]) to reduce

the number of features for the ML techniques. The output

of this phase is a Term-by-Documents matrix M where

each column represents a sentence and each row represents

a term contained in the given sentence. Thus, each entry

M[i,j] of the matrix represents the weight (or importance)

of the i−th term contained in the j−th sentence. Similarly

to the work of Antoniol et al. [2] we weighted words using

the the tf (term frequency), which weights each words i in

a document j as:

tfi,j =
rfi,j∑m

k=1 rfk,j

where rfi,j is the raw frequency (number of occurrences)

of word i in document j. We used the tf (term frequency)

instead of tf-idf indexing, because the use of the inverse

document frequency (idf) penalizes too much terms appear-

ing in too many documents [23]. In our work, we are not

interested in penalizing such terms (e.g., “fix”, “problem”,

or “feature”) that actually appear in many documents

because they may constitute interesting features that guide

ML techniques in classifying development sentences.

2. Split training and test features: the second step splits the

matrix M (the output of the previous step) in two sub-

matrices Mtraining and Mtest. Specifically, Mtraining and

Mtest represent the matrix that contains the sentences (i.e.,

the corresponding columns in M) of T1 and the matrix that

contains the sentences (i.e., the corresponding columns in

M) T2 respectively.

3. Oracle building: this step aims at building the oracle to

allow ML techniques to learn from Mtraining and predict

on Mtest. Thus, in this stage, we manually classified the

sentences in T1 and T2 assigning each of them to one of the

categories defined in Section II-A (as described in Section

III-C two human evaluators performed this classification).

We added the value of the classification as further columns

in both Mtraining and Mtest. The machine learning tech-

niques during the training phase use the column “C” of the

classification for learning the model.

4. Classification: this step aims at automatically classify-

ing sentences relying on the output data obtained from

the previous step (Mtraining and Mtest with classified

sentences). The automatic classification of sentences is



performed using the Weka tool [53] experimenting with

eight different machine learning techniques, namely, the

standard probabilistic naive Bayes classifier, the Logistic

Regression, Simple Logistic, J48, the alternating decision

tree (ADTree), Random Forest, FT, Ninge. The choice of

these techniques is not random. We selected them since

they were successfully used for bug reports classification

[2], [58] (i.e., ADTree, Logistic regression) and for defect

prediction in many previous works [7], [9], [14], [38],

[59], thus allowing to increase the generalisability of our

findings.

In the replication package3, we make available the data we

used for training and test the ML techniques. It is important

to specify that the generic training set T1 and the generic test

set T2, correspond to training and test set pairs discussed in

Section III-C.

IV. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

A. RQ1:Is the proposed approach effective in classifying writ-

ers’ intentions in development emails?

TABLE VII: Results for Experiment I

TABLE VIII: Results for Experiment II

TABLE IX: Results for Experiment III

Tables VII, VIII and IX report the results achieved by

DECA in classifying development emails content. In partic-

ular, these tables show the amounts of (i) true positives, (ii)

false negatives, (iii) false positives, (iv) precision, (v) recall

and (vi) F-Measure achieved for each defined class for the

three experiments (respectively). In general, the results of the

classification performed by DECA are rather positive and the

addition of new heuristics improves the effectiveness of the

approach along the various experiments. Specifically, while

the precision is always very high (ranges between 87% and

90%) and stable for all the experiments, the recall increases

with the addition of new heuristics from 34% to 70% (i.e.,

around two times). This is also reflected by the increment of

the F-Measure in the three experiments; it varies from an initial

value of 49% (Experiment I) to 79% (Experiment III).

Furthermore, data shows that DECA works well for all the

categories of sentences and all the experiments. The only ex-

ception is in the Experiment I for the Opinion Asking category,

where recall and precision are equal to zero. However, in

general for the Experiment I, precision ranges from 79.2%

obtained for Solution Proposal to 100% achieved in Feature

Request, whereas recall ranges from 23.2% for Information

Seeking category to 50% achieved for Problem Discovery. In

the Experiment II, precision ranges from 75% obtained for

Solution Proposal to 100% achieved in Information Seeking

and Opinion Asking categories, whereas recall ranges from

42.9% obtained for Solution Proposal to 69.6% achieved in

Problem Discovery. In the Experiment III, precision ranges

from 73.9% obtained for Solution Proposal to 100% achieved

in Opinion Asking category, whereas recall ranges from 50%

obtained for Solution Proposals to 85.2% achieved in Feature

Request.

It is important to note that we achieved the best results

in terms of recall classifying Problem Discoveries in the

Experiments I and II. This indicates that developers very

often rely on common/recurrent patterns successfully detected

by DECA when their intent is to communicate a bug or a

problem. On the other hand, we achieved the worst results

in detecting Solution Proposals for all the three experiments

with a precision that has gradually (and relatively) deteriorated

(from 79.2% in Experiment I to 73.9% in Experiment III)

and a recall that has gradually increased but never exceeded

the 50%. This suggests that there are many different ways

developers use when proposing solutions, making it hard to

identify common patterns to detect them.

Summary RQ1: the automatic classification per-

formed by DECA achieves very good results in terms

of both precision, recall and F-measure (over all

the experiments). The results tend to improve when

adding new heuristics. DECA achieved the best values

of F-Measure for Problem Discovery sentences and

the worst F-Measure results for Solution Proposal

sentences.

B. RQ2: Is the proposed approach more effective than existing

ML in classifying development emails content?

As discussed in Section III-D, this research question aims

at comparing performances of DECA with the performances

of a set of machine learning techniques. For the lack of space,

we report in this paper only the results of the ML models

that obtained the best performances in classifying develop-

ment content. Specifically, in order to get a more complete

picture, we selected a set of techniques belonging to different

ML categories: regression functions (i.e. Logistic Regression,

Simple Logistic), decision trees (i.e. J48, FT, Random Forest),

and rules models (i.e. Ninge). The comparison of results

for the Experiment I highlights that DECA achieves the best

global results in terms of both precision (see Figure 2) and



Fig. 2: Compared Precision for Experiment I

Fig. 3: Compared Recall for Experiment I

Fig. 4: Compared Precision for Experiment III

Fig. 5: Compared Recall for Experiment III

recall (see Figure 3). The precision of DECA was only worse

than J48 technique when identifying Solution Proposal (79%

for DECA with respect to 100% for J48). However, for the

Solution Proposal category DECA achieved a recall of 26.8%

while J48 reached a recall of only 1.4% (see Figure 3).

Focusing the attention on recall, our approach was worse

than the RandomForest technique in detecting Feature Request

(41.1% versus 56,2%, see Figure 3); on the other side, for

Feature Request class DECA achieved a precision of 100%

while RandomForest obtained a precision of only 23% (see

Figure 2). Furthermore, the recall of our approach was better

only than RandomForest technique in identifying Information

Seeking sentences.

However, DECA results are much better than all the other

techniques in terms of precision (around 94%, as showed in

Figure 2). Finally, in the Experiment I, the recall achieved

by DECA in detecting Information Giving sentences was

comparable to the RandomForest technique (23.2% versus

25.5%). Also in this case DECA achieved a better precision

(81.3% versus 20% of RandomForest).

In both the Experiment II and the Experiment III DECA

achieved the best global results in terms of both Precision and

Recall. We discuss in details the results of the comparison in

Experiment III (Figure 4 and Figure 5).

Specifically, in the Experiment III DECA outperforms, in

terms of recall, precision and F-measure the results of all the

ML techniques. What is interesting to highlight is that our

approach was the only technique able to recognize Opinion

Asking sentences in the Experiment III (the same happened in

Experiment II) with a substantially high precision and recall

(precision 100% and a recall of 75%).

DECA obtained the best F-Measure values for all the

defined sentences’ categories in all the three experiments.

To evaluate the performances of the proposed approach we

repeated the run of each experiments 100 times. The results

of the ML classifiers and DECA were pretty stable and statis-

tically equal to the results showed in the study. In Experiment

I DECA achieved an average F-Measure of 31% that is

better than the F-Measure that can be achieved relying on all

other considered techniques. While, in Experiment III DECA

obtained an average F-Measure of 58% (49% for Experiment

II) also in this case higher than the F-Measure of all ML

techniques. Moreover, while the results of DECA improve in

Experiment II and Experiment III this does not happen for all

the considered ML techniques. Indeed, their performances are

quite stable along all the experiments, even if the training set

grows up with the number of experiments with a precision

and recall never exceeding the threshold of 38.3% and 26%

respectively.

Summary RQ2: DECA outperforms traditional ML

techniques in terms of recall, precision and F-Measure

when classifying e-mail content. Moreover, while the

results of DECA improve in Experiment II and Exper-

iment III this does not happen for all the considered

ML techniques.



V. DECA IN A REAL-LIFE APPLICATION: CODE

RE-DOCUMENTATION

In this section we show how DECA can be used for a

specific application, namely mining source code documenta-

tion from developers’ communication. Specifically, a previous

work by Panichella et al. [45] proposed an approach, based

on vector space models and ad-hoc heuristics, able to auto-

matically extract, with high precision (up to 79%), method

descriptions from developers communications (bug tracking

systems and mailing lists) of two open source systems, namely

Lucene and Eclipse. The limit of such approach is that it

tends to discard a high number of potentially useful method

descriptions. Indeed, the approach discarded around 33% and

22% useful paragraphs for Lucene and Eclipse respectively.

However, the authors pointed out that several are the discourse

patterns that characterize false negative method descriptions.

We argue that DECA can be successfully used to overcome

such limitations capturing some of the discourse patterns

contained in false negative method descriptions. Thus, we

experimented our intention based approach on all the 200

paragraphs (100 for each project) validated in [45] to provide a

preliminary evaluation of how many (useful) paragraphs (i.e.,

false negatives) could be recovered by using our approach.

Specifically, we considered as valid method descriptions the

paragraphs containing for DECA sentences belonging to Fea-

ture Request, Problem Discovery, Information Seeking or

Information Giving categories (in according to the taxonomy

defined in Section II-A) because are more likely to contain

information about the behaviour of a Java method.

Table X reports for each project: (i) the number of analyzed

paragraphs, (ii) the number of paragraphs previously labeled

as false negatives (FN), (iii) the number of FN recovered by

DECA, and (iv) the number of false positives (FP) generated

by DECA. For Eclipse, DECA was able to recover about 64%

of paragraphs previously labeled as false negatives, while for

the Apache Lucene DECA recovered about 79% of them.

Moreover, DECA generates a reduced set of false positives

for both projects achieving a precision of 74% for Eclipse

and 70% for Lucene. These results demonstrate how DECA

can improve significantly the recall of the previous approach,

even if we obtain a slight degradation of the performance in

terms of precision.

Table XI shows some examples of paragraphs correctly

detected by DECA that were marked as false negatives in

the previous work by Panichella et al. [45]. This happens

because the previous approach assigned a score to paragraphs

to be candidate method documentation if they contain some

keywords, such as, “return”, “override”, “invoke”, etc. How-

ever, there can be valid method descriptions not containing

anyone of such keywords. As a consequence, these paragraphs

were discarded by the approach of Panichella et al. [45].

Instead, as it can be noticed from the examples reported in

Table XI, DECA is able to identify at least 70% of them. For

example, in the case of Eclipse, the paragraph referring to the

build method from the JavaBuilder class contains the sentence

“JavaBuilder.build() triggers a PDE model change...”. DECA

successfully recovers such paragraph and correctly assign this

method description to the Information Giving category. A

similar situation occurs for the others recovered paragraphs.

Thus, intention mining performed by DECA could im-

prove the recall (and precision) of a previous approach that

mine source code documentation from developers commu-

nication means. Specifically, this result shows that DECA

really overcomes limitations of traditional lexicon approaches

(e.g. as LDA) that are not able to capturing capturing dis-

course patterns contained in paragraphs useful for code re-

documentation.

TABLE X: Number of paragraphs recognized by DECA

TABLE XI: Examples of paragraphs recognized by DECA

VI. THREATS TO VALIDITY

Threats to internal validity concern any confounding factor

that could influence our results. This kind of threats can be

due to a possible level of subjectivity caused by the manual

classification of entities. To reduce this kind of threats we

attempt to avoid any bias in the building of oracles, by

keeping one of the human judges who contributed to define our

oracle tables unaware of all defined and implemented patterns.

Moreover, we built the oracle tables on the basis of predictions

that two human judges separately made. Only predictions,

which both judges agreed upon, formed our oracles for the

experiments. Another threat to internal validity could regard

the particular ML classification algorithm used as baseline for

estimating our results, as the results could be dependent on the

specific technique employed. For mitigating this threat we used

different ML algorithms and compared the results achieved

through our approach with the results obtained through each

of them.

Threats to external validity concern the generalization of

our findings. In our experiments, we used a subset of messages

in the original mailing lists. This factor may be a threat

to the external validity, as the experimental results may be

applicable only on the selected messages but not to the entire



mailing lists. To reduce this threat, we tried to use as many

messages as possible in our experiments. For the same reason

we prepared different test sets in which we tried to select both

messages related to different periods of the same year and

messages related to different development stages. Messages

posted in the same month often belong to the same discussion

threads and often include quotations of messages to which

they reply. To avoid analyzing more times the same sentences,

for the experiments II and III we randomly selected test sets

containing messages posted in time windows of five months.

Another threat to the external validity is represented by the

mailing lists used in our experiments. It is possible that some

particular characteristics of mailing lists we selected lead to

our experimental results. To reduce this threat we used two

different existing development mailing lists (as we discussed

in Section III-B). Moreover we further experimented our

approach with text fragments belonging to mailing lists of two

others open source projects (Eclipse and Lucene). However, in

the future our aim is to assess our approach on mailing lists

of more projects of different nature (both industrial and open

source) asking developers to validate the sentences according

to the categories defined in this paper.

VII. RELATED WORK

In the last years, several research works proposed various

approaches based on NLP analysis as tools to derive important

information aimed at supporting program comprehension and

maintenance activities [22], [40], [29], [42], [57], [55], [33],

[54]. Recent studies used Natural Language Parsing to classify

the content of natural language text in according to pre-defined

categories.

Shihab et al. [50] showed that mailing list discussions are

closely related to source code activities and the types of

mailing list discussions are good indicators of the types of

source code changes (code additions and code modifications)

being carried out on the project. In the literature several tech-

niques have been presented to speed up and facilitate managing

emails. The work by Corston-Oliver et al. [16] presented an

approach to provide task oriented-summary of email messages

by identifying task-related sentences in development messages.

Mining of intention in developers’ discussions provides a

higher level of abstraction.

Ko et al. in [34] presented a study that observed (1) how

noun, verbs, adverbs and adjectives are used to describe

software problems; (2) to what extent these parts of speech can

be used to detect software problems. We share with this work

the idea of using Natural Language Parsing to detect recurrent

patterns in descriptions reported by developers (in our case in

mailing list data) allows to automatically classify the content

written in natural language text, relevant for development

tasks.

Cohen et al. in [15] presented an approach that relying on

machine learning methods classifies emails according to the

intent of the sender. Differently from these previous works,

we focus our attention in classifying emails sentences written

by developers during development discussions (in mailing lists

data). Thus, we analyzed syntactic and semantic information

to discover significant recurrent patterns useful to recognize

relevant sentences within messages. It is important to highlight

that sentence classification has been used in several practical

application domains, including analysis of biomedical data,

[39], [56], generation of scientific summaries based on textual

analysis [31], [51], legal judgment [28], product reviews [52],

customer complaints in help desks [32].

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we presented DECA (Development Email

Content Analyzer), an approach based on natural language

parsing to automatically classify the content of development

communication (e.g., emails) according to likely developer

intentions, such as asking/providing helps, proposing a new

feature or reporting/discussing a bug. The approach builds on

top of an English natural language parser and applies a set of

heuristics that have been defined on a training set.

To evaluate DECA, we have carried out an empirical study

on 202 emails from the QT project and 100 emails from

the Ubuntu Linux distribution. Results for the study indicates

that DECA achieves high levels of precision (90%) and recall

(about 70%), outperforming a classification performed with six

different machine learning techniques. Also performances of

DECA improve along three experiments in which we improved

the heuristics by exploiting false positives and false negatives

of the previous experiments, which a rate of improvement

varying between 31% and 58%.

We also showed that our approach can be used to mine

source code documentation from developers communication

means (see Section V), and that it improves the recall of a

previously preposed approach [45] based on vector space mod-

els and heuristics. Thus, as a first direction for future work,

we plan to implement specific heuristics to detect paragraphs

useful to re-document Java methods (classes) performing a

larger study on data from different communications means

such as, mailing lists, issue trackers and IRC chats.

The proposed approach can be used for a wider application

domain, such as the preprocessing phase of various summa-

rization tasks. For example, DECA could be used as a prepro-

cessing support to discard irrelevant sentences within emails

or bug report summarization approaches [5], [36], [46], [48].

Furthermore, we plan to use DECA in combination with topic

models for retrieving contents presenting the same intentions

and treating the same topics from developers discussions. For

example, such a combination could enable the possibility for

a developer to retrieve all feature requests related to a given

topic from different communication means in order to plan a

set of change activities.
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